Rising from humble beginnings
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Behind every successful man is a woman – and friends – this rings true for Ireka Corp Bhd executive chairman Datuk Lai Siew Wah, the recipient of The Edge Malaysia Lifetime Property Achievement Award 2019. During his interview, conducted in Mandarin, with City & Country at the company’s headquarters in Wisma Mont’Kiara in Kuala Lumpur, he repeatedly emphasises his gratitude to his wife Datin Liw Yoke Yin, his family members, including Liw’s siblings, his friends and employees while reminiscing about his humble beginnings.

It all started with the aim of bettering the life of his family. Lai was born in 1940 in the then Serdang New Village (now Seri Kembangan). His father was a fruit contractor while his mother was a rubber tapper. The eldest son of four children, he lost his father when he was only nine years old. He left school at the age of 13 to work as a rubber tapper at the estates near his home in Serdang New Village.

Never giving up

Lai did not give up on learning throughout his four years as a rubber tapper. At the same time, he was desperate to break free because he saw no future in the job for both him and his family. Their situation began to improve when a logging company employed him as an apprentice mechanic.

Rubber tappers worked half days, so I studied Mandarin in the afternoon. The job did not pay well, so I began to think about how I could improve the life of my family. I knew I needed to get out from that situation, he says.

“When I first left home to work at the logging company in Ipoh Road, I was very happy because I was finally out of the small town and was working in the city. I worked hard to gain a good reputation as a mechanic and I had a great deal of respect for my boss who also had basic schooling but had made a success of his workshop business. He inspired me to improve my life.”

Five years later, Lai left the logging company as he had an opportunity to travel to logging camps deep in the jungles to repair machinery and trucks. He then partnered a friend in Raub, Pahang, and opened a mechanic’s workshop, repairing heavy machinery and logging tractors.

He decided to stay in Raub for business reasons as there were many logging and mining activities there. He also met his wife there and she shared the same ambition of wanting to improve the life of her family.

“She told me that I should not stay in a small town and that I should base my business in Kuala Lumpur because small towns will not have big businesses. I think my wife is cleverer than I am,” quips Lai.

A friend of mine, who is also in the same industry, earning the nickname “Earthworks King”, he modified the trucks to create dragline buckets in order to dig through 100ft of silt to get to the tin below ground, while making sure that the heavy machinery could operate on swamp land without sinking.

Lai was also the first contractor to undertake new methods such as pit material stripping as well as to import Isuzu dumper trucks directly from Japan and use Motorola car phones to ease communication on site.

At the same time, Lai’s company diversified into infrastructure construction for the private and public sectors. Among its works were the Kuala Lumpur-Seremban Expressway, North-South Expressway, Port Dickson Bypass, New Klang Valley Expressway and Shah Alam-Sunamas highway.

“At the time, I worked for many big companies, supplying them with tractors and repairing their machinery. They were mostly foreign companies and that was when I learnt my broken English. I had more than 100 lorries and tractors then and our life was getting better,” he says.

Unfortunately, tin prices fell in the 1970s and many tin mining companies could no longer sustain their business due to high overheads…they stopped their operations and it affected my business. I thought about it and decided to utilise the Sungai Besi mines and a mine in Puchong.

“Tin prices fell to RM 1 and only 200 US cents. As a result, tin mining companies could no longer sustain their business due to high overheads,” he says.

“Fortunately, tin prices fell in the 1970s and many tin mining companies could no longer sustain their business due to high overheads…they stopped their operations and it affected my business. I thought about it and decided to utilise the Sungai Besi mines and a mine in Puchong.”

At the same time, Lai’s company diversified into infrastructure construction for the private and public sectors. Among its works were the Kuala Lumpur-Seremban Expressway, North-South Expressway, Port Dickson Bypass, New Klang Valley Expressway and Shah Alam-Sunamas highway.

“Working hard and adapting

Lai’s journey as an entrepreneur has never been plain sailing but he has never given up. His management philosophy is “work hard” and he is also flexible in adapting to changes. For example, as the country moved towards infrastructure developments, so did his company.
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It was converted to a private limited company — Lai Siew Wah Sdn Bhd — in December 1975 and took on the name of Ireka Construction Sdn Bhd in January 1980. The name Ireka is a combination of English and Malay words — “I” and “reaka”, which means “I create”.

Registered as a public company in June 1982, Ireka Corp Bhd was listed on the Second Board of the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange in July 1993. Subsequently, the company was transferred to the Main Board in June 2002.

For Lai, working hard also means that his home needs to be close to his workplace. From a flat above a tyre shop in Jalan Ipoh during the Syarikat Lai Siew Wah period, he moved the company to a larger premise in Taman Midah, Cheras — employing 25 people at its peak. As a result, the Lai family also needed to move from Jalan Ipoh to Taman Midah — and later to Damansara Heights when the company moved to Plaza Damansara.

For Ireka’s construction business, the contracts it has won include the Tapah reservoir, the East Course at the Tropicana Golf & Country Resort and the runway at Kuala Lumpur International Airport. In the 1990s, when Lai was relooking at the future of the company, he decided to steer it into construction and property development. At that time, the company had already completed its maiden property development project — 30 houses in Taman Midah, Cheras — employing 35 people at its peak. As a result, the Lai family also moved from Jalan Ipoh to Taman Midah — and later to Damansara Heights when the company took on the name of Ireka Construction Sdn Bhd in 1980.

The company had already completed its maiden property development project — 30 houses in Taman Midah, Cheras — employing 35 people at its peak. As a result, the Lai family also moved from Jalan Ipoh to Taman Midah — and later to Damansara Heights when the company took on the name of Ireka Construction Sdn Bhd in January 1980.

Exposed to the Tropicana Golf & Country Resort project, the company diversified into property development and technology. Recently, we have ventured into the business of mobility and transport, providing solutions for last-mile connectivity between properties and public transport. Besides buses, there are other systems that can complete the last mile. We are excited because it ties in with our development and construction businesses and we have been promoting the systems in different cities."

"We have been involved in construction, property development and technology. Recently, we have ventured into the business of mobility and transport, providing solutions for last-mile connectivity between properties and public transport. Besides buses, there are other systems that can complete the last mile. We are excited because it ties in with our development and construction businesses and we have been promoting the systems in different cities."

Having started his business when he was 22, he is now still actively involved in the company at the age of 79. As he puts it, “I don’t have any hobby, my hobby is working.”

Lai acknowledges the importance of his team, believing that it is his employees who give him the support he needs when it comes to making business decisions. The group currently has 500 staff.

"I am not much of a risk-taker by nature. The decision to name the company ‘I create’ is because I was not sure if I could create something. I work hard and I believe in recycling money. I don’t buy cars or expensive watches. All my money goes to the company." He adds.
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